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In “ηc production in photon-induced interactions at the LHC,” [1] Goncalves and Moreira discuss
inclusive and exclusive ηc production at pp and pA collisions at LHC energies. The exclusive channels
are via two-photon and photon-Odderon interactions. This comment points out that there is a large
additional source of almost-exclusive ηc in ultra-peripheral collisions: from the radiative decay of
J/ψ that are produced in photon-nucleon interactions. Although the J/ψ → γηc branching ratio is
small, the J/ψ production cross-section is large enough that it dominates over the exclusive channels
considered in [1], and is comparable to the non-exclusive production. In J/ψ → γηc, the photon is
very soft and therefore easy to miss, and the ηc will have very similar kinematics to the J/ψ.
Two-photon production of the ηc has long been a target
for ultra-peripheral collisions at heavy ion colliders [2–4],
and early RHIC [5] and ALICE [6] studies considered its
production in the two-photon channel. Production via
double-Pomeron (also called Central Exclusive Produc-
tion) has also been considered [7]. These calculations
found rather small cross-sections, leading to a decline in
interest.
Goncalves and Moreira [1] consider pp and pA col-
lisions, via both two-photon and photo-nuclear chan-
nels, finding that inclusive γp interactions dominate, with
cross-sections of 3.492 nb in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV,
and 3.194 µb in pPb collisions at
√
s = 8.1 TeV. The to-
tal inclusive rates (two-photon + photon-Odderon [8])
are much smaller, 0.059 nb and 0.501 nb respectively for
pp collisions, and 0.182 µb and 0.351 µb for pPb collisions.
The existence of the Odderon is rather speculative, so it
is important to consider whether there are any exclusive
production channels channels with cross-sections larger
than the γγ channel, to avoid possible false claims for
the existence of the Odderon.
As Section 4.4 of Ref. [9] pointed out, the rate for
coherent J/ψ photoproduction, followed by the decay
Jψ → γηc is larger than that for two-photon produc-
tion of the ηc. Because the emitted photon is so soft
(energy of 111 MeV in the J/ψ rest frame), it is likely
to be missed in any LHC detector, and the ηc will have
a similar rapidity and transverse momentum as the J/ψ
parent, so the final state will look like exclusive photo-
production.
Here, I use STARlight [10] to make a similar cal-
culation for the pp and pA collisions discussed in Ref.
[1]. STARlight uses a fairly standard model for photo-
production [11], using the Weizsacker-Williams photon
flux and requiring that the two nuclei do not interact
hadronically. For pp collisions, STARlight uses a photon
flux [12] similar to that used by Goncalves and Moreira.
STARlight does not include nuclear shadowing, but, since
the bulk of the production in pA collisions comes when
the proton is a target, shadowing should not be impor-
tant here.
Table I gives the coherent photoproduction cross-
sections for J/ψ and ηc production cross-sections for
these pp and pPb collisions, based on the branching ratio
Br(ηc → γηc)=0.17 [13].
σ(J/ψ) σ(J/ψ → ηcγ)
pp 79 nb 1.34 nb
pPb (proton-shine) 3.21 µb 54 nb
pPb (lead-shine) 57.5 µb 1.0 µb
TABLE I. The cross-sections for J/ψ photoproduction in pp
and pPb collisions at the LHC (with separate lines for photon
emission by the proton and the lead nucleus), along with the
production cross-section for the ηc in all three modes.
For both pp and pPb collisions, the ηc rate is higher
than the exclusive channels considered in Goncalves and
Moreira. The cross-sections are also higher than the
non-exclusive diffractive production channel (which also
leaves both beam particles intact).
Figure 1 shows the rapidity distribution for J/ψ pro-
duced in pp and pA collisions; the latter is separated
out by photon emitter. The bulk of the pPb production
occurs when photons are emitted by the lead nucleus.
Both overall distributions are quite similar to the dσ/dy
for diffractive photoproduction in Fig. 4 of Ref. [1].
One way to differentiate between γγ and photon-
Pomeron (or photon-Odderon) production is by exam-
ining the transverse momentum distribution, pT , of the
ηc. Two-photon production has a considerably smaller
pT scale than the photoproduction channels [14], par-
ticularly when a proton is the photoproduction target.
Photon-Pomeron and photon-Odderon processes should
have a similar pT spectra, so be indistinguishable.
These cross-sections are considerably larger than any
of the exclusive ηc cross-sections discussed in Ref. [1],
and are the most likely source for apparent exclusive ηc.
Similar conclusions will apply for collisions of other beam
particles [8]. It is important that J/ψ photoproduction
be considered; otherwise, any observation of exclusive ηc
beyond that expected from two-photon physics might be
mistaken for a more exotic process.
This work was funded by the U.S. DOE under contract
number DE-AC02- 05-CH11231.
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FIG. 1. The rapidity distribution dσ/dy for J/ψ photopro-
duction at the LHC for (top) pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV
and (bottom) pPb collisions at
√
sNN = 8.1 TeV. In the bot-
tom plot, the solid black curve is ’lead-shine,’ and the dashed
dark blue curve is ’proton-shine.’
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